
NETIQUETTE
19 May 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself and the program. Talk about the Training Suite as a set of workshops and lectures designed by Ministry of Transport and Communications Cyber Safety Team to serve Students, Parents and Teachers. Highlight the need to spread the knowledge about safe and unsafe behavior online in school communities. Make it a brief introduction but remember to introduce yourself and the Ministry of Transport and Communications. Talk about the different habits of communications. Teenagers talk in a specific way and have their specific code of behavior. The construction people have their own language and their specific code of dos and don’ts. Teachers behave in a specific way. All professional and social groups have their own unwritten rules of language and behavior. And so do internet users. Internet users also have a specific name for their code of behavior online. Their code is called… (Let the participants finish the sentence).Change the slide  
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Netiquette – Definition

Netiquette – (short for "network etiquette" or 

"Internet etiquette") is a set of social 

conventions that facilitate interaction over 

networks, ranging from Usenet and mailing lists 

to blogs and forums.

Netiquette may vary from one online community 

to another but some of the rules remain the 

same. 

The rules of netiquette are based on the 

regular rules of social life.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a slide where you have an opportunity to explain what netiquette means. Tell the participants that the word “netiquette” is derived from the real life word “etiquette” and so are the rules. Ask participants what rules of real life they know. They will probably say that you have to respect others, you shouldn’t lie, you have to think of consequences when you do something. Highlight the fact that all of those rules are also valid online. There are some additional rules specific for online environment. For example on Twitter when you want to post someone else’s thought you have to put RT before it to indicate that you are “retweeting”. In chatrooms you shouldn’t use capital letters as it is equal to shouting offline. Unlike in reality you can use a lot of abbreviations and symbols that would be a bit to colloquial to use in real life. In cyber space they make life easier and the communication quicker.Change the slide Ref: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/netiquette
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Emoticon – is a pictorial representation of a 

facial expression using punctuation marks and 

letters, usually written to express a person's 

mood. 

Status – in social networks there usually is a 

space provided to write about your daily 

activities, thoughts, mood etc. 

Comment – another space provided in social 

networks, which you can write your opinion or 

comment on specific matter. For example you 

can comment on a picture.

Acronyms – words which are formed from the 

initial letters of other words. 

Netiquette – Basic terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants this is the vocabulary they should get familiar with when talking about netiquette. Emoticons are often used to alert a responder to the tenor or temper of a statement, and can change and improve interpretation of plain text; emoticons for a smiley face :-) and sad face :-( appearThe next slide will provide you with examples of emoticons and acronymsStatus – a space in social networks to fill with a thought, a current activity description, a funny sentence or anything you want people to see as first thing when visiting your profile.Comment – a description or thought on a particular thing posted by you or other users online (picture, song etc.)Like – a button provide to express your enthusiasm or approval. Since there is no “dislike” button sometimes people click like also to express their disapproval (for example a picture of animal cruelty is presented and people “like” it to express they also disagree with it). Use of the like button has to be considered based on the context. If we notice people “like” content that is inappropriate or cruel or extremely shocking there is a good chance this is a case they use the button to attach the content to their account and make a comment expressing disapproval. The use of “like” button to show disapproval becomes clearer when we go to different social networks and just observe it.Unlike – sometimes you click a “like” button too quickly and then you realize you don’t really like or agree with what’s attached to it (for example you like a picture and then you notice it is in fact inappropriate and you don’t want to be identified with it). So you can unlike it and the effect will be your name erased from the list of “likes”.Friend – to friend someone means to accept him/her as your friend and add to contact list. “Friending” someone you can decide on a degree of your relation (close friend, colleague etc.) Unfriend – when someone behaves in a way you disapprove of or for any other reason you do not want them to be on your contact list this is what you do. An alternative is also to block them from seeing certain parts of your profile.Troll – a name for a person posting rude comments, off-topic messages and other disruptive content in an online community, such as a forum, chat room, or blog, with the primary intent of provoking readers into an emotional response or of otherwise disrupting normal on-topic discussion. The noun troll may refer to the provocative message itself, as in: "That was an excellent troll you posted."
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Friend (verb) – to accept someone as your 

friend and add to your contacts

Unfriend (verb) – to delete someone from 

your friend’s list.

Troll – someone who posts inflammatory, 

extraneous, or off-topic messages in an online 

community. 

Like – a quick way of expressing your opinion 

– a special button you can click to show you 

like a comment, picture etc.

Unlike – This is a button that shows up when 

you click “like” and stays there to give you the 

possibility to change your mind 

Netiquette – Basic terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants this is the vocabulary they should get familiar with when talking about netiquette. Emoticons are often used to alert a responder to the tenor or temper of a statement, and can change and improve interpretation of plain text; emoticons for a smiley face :-) and sad face :-( appearThe next slide will provide you with examples of emoticons and acronymsStatus – a space in social networks to fill with a thought, a current activity description, a funny sentence or anything you want people to see as first thing when visiting your profile.Comment – a description or thought on a particular thing posted by you or other users online (picture, song etc.)Like – a button provide to express your enthusiasm or approval. Since there is no “dislike” button sometimes people click like also to express their disapproval (for example a picture of animal cruelty is presented and people “like” it to express they also disagree with it). Use of the like button has to be considered based on the context. If we notice people “like” content that is inappropriate or cruel or extremely shocking there is a good chance this is a case they use the button to attach the content to their account and make a comment expressing disapproval. The use of “like” button to show disapproval becomes clearer when we go to different social networks and just observe it.Unlike – sometimes you click a “like” button too quickly and then you realize you don’t really like or agree with what’s attached to it (for example you like a picture and then you notice it is in fact inappropriate and you don’t want to be identified with it). So you can unlike it and the effect will be your name erased from the list of “likes”.Friend – to friend someone means to accept him/her as your friend and add to contact list. “Friending” someone you can decide on a degree of your relation (close friend, colleague etc.) Unfriend – when someone behaves in a way you disapprove of or for any other reason you do not want them to be on your contact list this is what you do. An alternative is also to block them from seeing certain parts of your profile.Troll – a name for a person posting rude comments, off-topic messages and other disruptive content in online community, such as a forum, chat room, or blog, with the primary intent of provoking readers into an emotional response or of otherwise disrupting normal on-topic discussion. The noun troll may refer to the provocative message itself, as in: "That was an excellent troll you posted."
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XOXO – Hugs and Kisses

STBY – Sucks To Be You

OMG – Oh My God

LOL – Laughing Out Loud –or– Of Love

NP – No Problem -or- Nosy Parents

BRB – Be Right Back

THX or TX or THKS – Thanks

BTW – By The Way

Netiquette – Emoticons and acronyms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emoticons and acronyms are used to make the communication quicker and easier and sometimes also to make it understandable only for the people communicating with each other. The latter case involves for example kids hiding certain information from their parents.Explanations:xoxo – often used in a very informal communication as a closing statementSTBY – an impolite statement used by bullies, trolls and other bad people onlineOMG – depending on the context can be a sign of astonishment, disgust, surprise and many othersLOL – used to indicate funny content or express joy, sometimes used to ridicule something or somebody online (depending on context againNP – a tricky one as it can just indicate relaxed approach towards events or statements but it can also be a warning for the other side of conversation not to continue the topic (for example if children discuss something and they don’t want the parents to know about it – they use this acronym when one of the parents is around…)BRB – used when going away from the device to indicate we won’t be around. Used to justify the delay in answering or to let the other person know someone might read the message sent in the meantime or for other reasons.THX, TX, THKS – the usual meaning BTW – the usual meaning 
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Ostracism – when other users avoid contact 

with someone, do not involve with activities 

with him/her. For example: a person asks 

some question and everyone else ignores it.

Blocking – common practice of using a 

“block” button. When someone is breaking 

rules of netiquette, others might decide to 

click “block” button which results in not seeing 

the person’s posts and disabling posting, 

commenting and other actions on the 

persons who used the block profile. Might be 

also administered by the administrator and 

involve blocking from the entire community. 

Netiquette – What if someone breaks the 
netiquette rules?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give your ideas and examples.OSTRACISM – when other users avoid contact with someone, do not involve with activities with him/her. For example: a person asks some question and everyone else ignores it.BLOCKING – common practice of using a “block” button. When someone is breaking rules of netiquette, others might decide to click “block” button which results in not seeing the person’s posts and disabling posting, commenting and other actions on the persons who used the block profile. Might be also administered by the administrator and involve blocking from the entire community. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS – variety of actions undertaken when breaking the netiquette involves violation of law.BEING TOLD OFF BY OTHERS – other users can simply tell the person his/her behavior is inappropriate and sometimes also ridicule it. Sometimes when all other means tend to be insufficient other users decide to ATTACK the person breaking the rules. This involves all kinds of behavior usually aggressive and unpleasant for the person targeted. The danger of this kind of reaction is that it is not nice in general but also that it leads to escalation of bad energy and increase in the probability of the conflict getting out of control.Change the slide
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Legal proceedings – variety of actions 

undertaken when breaking the netiquette 

involves violation of law.

Being told off by others – other users 

can simply tell the person his/her 

behavior is inappropriate and sometimes 

also ridicule it. 

Netiquette – What if someone breaks the 
netiquette rules?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give your ideas and examples.OSTRACISM – when other users avoid contact with someone, do not involve with activities with him/her. For example: a person asks some question and everyone else ignores it.BLOCKING – common practice of using a “block” button. When someone is breaking rules of netiquette, others might decide to click “block” button which results in not seeing the person’s posts and disabling posting, commenting and other actions on the persons who used the block profile. Might be also administered by the administrator and involve blocking from the entire community. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS – variety of actions undertaken when breaking the netiquette involves violation of law.BEING TOLD OFF BY OTHERS – other users can simply tell the person his/her behavior is inappropriate and sometimes also ridicule it. Sometimes when all other means tend to be insufficient other users decide to ATTACK the person breaking the rules. This involves all kinds of behavior usually aggressive and unpleasant for the person targeted. The danger of this kind of reaction is that it is not nice in general but also that it leads to escalation of bad energy and increase in the probability of the conflict getting out of control.Change the slide
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Sometimes when all other means tend to be insufficient other users decide to ATTACK the person 

breaking the rules. This involves all kinds of behavior usually aggressive and unpleasant for the 

person targeted. The danger of this kind of reaction is that it is not nice in general but also that it 

leads to escalation of bad energy and increase in the probability of the conflict getting out of 

control.

Netiquette – What if someone breaks the 
netiquette rules?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give your ideas and examples.OSTRACISM – when other users avoid contact with someone, do not involve with activities with him/her. For example: a person asks some question and everyone else ignores it.BLOCKING – common practice of using a “block” button. When someone is breaking rules of netiquette, others might decide to click “block” button which results in not seeing the person’s posts and disabling posting, commenting and other actions on the persons who used the block profile. Might be also administered by the administrator and involve blocking from the entire community. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS – variety of actions undertaken when breaking the netiquette involves violation of law.BEING TOLD OFF BY OTHERS – other users can simply tell the person his/her behavior is inappropriate and sometimes also ridicule it. Sometimes when all other means tend to be insufficient other users decide to ATTACK the person breaking the rules. This involves all kinds of behavior usually aggressive and unpleasant for the person targeted. The danger of this kind of reaction is that it is not nice in general but also that it leads to escalation of bad energy and increase in the probability of the conflict getting out of control.Change the slide
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Browse the internet to stay up-to-date with current rules

Talk to other users when we visit online communities for the first time

Stay alerted and observant

Accept the fact we are responsible for our own behavior online

Netiquette – What can we do?
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All users of internet have to follow the netiquette. It’s exactly like with the law – it’s no excuse if you don’t 

know it. It is your responsibility to get to know the rules and then to follow them. Of course if we 

are new to some internet community and we commit a minor faux pas, no one would punish us for this 

but we have to keep in mind that netiquette is for everyone and it is meant to regulate social interactions 

to make it more safe and beneficial to all users. 

Netiquette – Who should follow the 
netiquette?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage discussion. The answer is everyone but do not answer for the participants. All users of internet have to follow the netiquette. It’s exactly like with the law – it’s no excuse if you don’t know it. It is your responsibility to get to know the rules and then to follow them. Of course if we are new to some internet community and we commit a minor faux pas, no one would punish us for this but we have to keep in mind that netiquette is for everyone and it is meant to regulate social interactions to make it more safe and beneficial to all users. Change the slide
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What is netiquette?

What are the possible consequences of breaking netiquette?

What acronyms and emoticons do you remember? 

Whose responsibility is it to get to know and then follow the netiquette rules? 

Netiquette – What have we learned in this 
lecture?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage participants to answer those questions. If they are not willing to answer – tell them.Highlight the role of acting together and a sense of community. Use the previous slides to help the participants with answering the questions.Remind the participants that netiquette is not a curse. This is a way of making the cyber space friendly and welcoming for everyone by showing ways of easy and harmless communication with other members of the network.Change the slide
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Thank you

For more information,

please contact us at info@safespace.qa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing slide – you can leave it on when participants approach you to ask additional questions or exchange contact details.


